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PAINTING AND DRAWING

Activity 4: Balancing Lines in a Drawing

Instructional Objective:

The student will construct a drawing of a natural scene, balancing one type of line with another so that
unity is achieved.

Procedures:

1. Have the student walk through a natural setting, observing lines in vegetation and inanimate objects.

2. Have him choose a specific view to sketch.

3. Have him choose the medium which he thinks best illustrates the view.

4. Have him makc a drawing of the scene so that lines are balanced, Lc., horizontal lines are balanced by
vertical lines.

Materials:

paper
hard surface for backing
pencil
ink and pen
chalk
ch-acoal
.ayon

felt tip pen
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STUDENT EVALUATION SHEET

Student's Name

L Constructs a finger painting

2. Constructs designs of geormiric shapes

3. Observes and draws lines in nature

4. Balances lines in a thawing

5. Constructs a drawing using exaggerated line quality

6. Describes observations made on nature walk

7. Constructs a drawing illustrating perspective

8. Makes a poster

9. Describes a natural object in terms of the senses

10. Constructs a sketch

11. Constructs a leaf print

12. Collects leaves and constructs a leaf stencil

13. Constructs a print using mushroom

14. Constructs a piaster cast

15. Makes a crayon rubbing

16. Makes a silk-screen print

17. Constructs an assemblage from junk

18. Constructs an assemblage from natural objects

19. Constructs a mobile

20. Constructs a panoramic model

21. Constructs a clay object

22. Demonstrates making a natural dye and dyeing cloth in it

Observed Not OlKerved
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